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Agenda
Welcome

LGBTQ 101

Intersectionality and Bias

Empathetic Listening

Actionable Allyship

Resources and Q & A
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Things to Keep in Mind

This is only the beginning, keep these 
conversations going outside of this 
room.

The people in this room have dierent 
experiences and levels of knowledge 
about today’s topics.

Keep an open mind and be 
non-judgemental.
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After participating in this workshop 
participants will be able to: 

Describe what it means to be an ally

Describe various terminology related to LGBTQ communities

Identify unique challenges facing LGBTQ people

Identify ways to create safer and more supportive environments for LGBTQ people

Identify ways to combat bias in yourself and your community
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The Trevor Project is the world’s 
largest suicide prevention 

and mental health
organization for LGBTQ 

young people. 

Our mission is to end LGBTQ 
youth suicide — and it is urgent.
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TrevorSpace
World’s largest safe space social 
networking site for LGBTQ youth. 
TrevorSpace.org 

Trevor Programs
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TrevorLifeline
The only nationwide, 24/7 crisis 
and suicide prevention lifeline 
oering free and confidential 
counseling for LGBTQ youth, 
available at 1.866.488.7386.

TrevorChat
A free, confidential, secure service 
for LGBTQ youth to text a trained 
Trevor counselor for support and 
crisis intervention. Text “START” 
to 678-678. 

TrevorText
A free, confidential and secure 
instant messaging service that 
provides live help for LGBTQ youth 
by trained volunteers. Visit 
TheTrevorProject.org/Help. 
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Research
Regular evaluations & surveys ensure 
our services reduce risk of suicide & 
help us learn of the mental health 
issues aecting LGBTQ youth

Advocacy
We work at the local, state, and federal 
levels to advocate for legislation that 
protects the rights of LGBTQ people

Education
We educate adults who interact with 
youth on LGBTQ competent suicide 
prevention, risk detection, and 
response

Trevor Programs



Understanding Suicide in the U.S.

Although suicide is preventable, it continues to be a growing public 
health problem in the United States:

● From 1999 through 2018, the suicide rate increased 35%

● Suicide is the 12th leading cause of death for all ages in the 
United States
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Leading cause of 
death among 
youth ages 10-24

LGBTQ Youth Suicide

2nd 
Seriously considered 
aempting suicide in 
the past year - 
4x more likely than 
their peers

41%
Reported that they 
had experienced 
discrimination based 
on sexual orientation 
or gender ideniy

73%

LGBTQ youth 
seriously consider 
suicide each year

1.8 M
Reported wanting 
counseling from a 
mental health 
professional but were 
unable to receive it in 
the past year

60%
Lower risk of suicide 
when LGBTQ Youth 
have one accepting 
adult in their life

40%
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LGBTQ youth are not inherently prone to suicide risk 
because of their sexual orientation or gender 
identity but rather placed at higher risk because of 
how they are mistreated and stigmatized in society.

Mental Health & Suicide Risk 
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Top 
Ten



Allyship
LGBTQ 101



Supporting members of a community 
other than their own.

Allyship must be active (including 
educating yourself), it requires work.

Would the community you ally 
yourself with consider you an ally?

What is Allyship? 
EYEBROW ERE
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LGBTQ youth who report having 

at least one accepting adult 

were 40% less likely to report a 

suicide aempt in the past year 

(The Trevor Project, 2019).
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Why Allyship Maers



Common Language
LGBTQ 101



A collection of physical characteristics and personal mannerisms 
society associates with a particular sex.

Gender
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Someone’s innermost concept of self as masculine, feminine, a blend 
of both, another gender or set of genders, or lack of gender. This is 

not always congruent with their sex assigned at birth or their gender 
assigned at birth.

Gender Identity
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The ways in which a person presents themself to the world through 
hairstyles, clothing, toys, preferences, mannerisms, or other things.

Gender Expression
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A term that describes someone whose gender identity diers from 
the gender they were assigned at birth.

Transgender (Trans)
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A term for people whose gender identity matches the sex or gender 
they were assigned at birth. This is commonly referred to as the 

opposite of “transgender,” and was created by transgender people 
who felt that by not having a word to describe non-transgender 

people, it farther “othered” the transgender community as 
non-normal.

Cisgender
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A term used to describe one’s gender identity as not fiing into a 
binary (man/woman) understanding of gender. People who identify as 

this may express androgyny, gender neutrality, or reject identifying 
their gender entirely.

Genderqueer/Nonbinary
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An umbrella term used to describe someone born with internal and/or 
external sexual anatomy that doesn’t fit the typical expectations of 

the male/female binary.

Intersex
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Is Gender a Binary?

Is Gender a Spectrum? 
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Gender is More Like This:



Commonly defined as paerns of emotional, romantic, and/or sexual 
aractions to another person or people. 

Sexual Orientation
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Commonly used to describe an individual who identifies as a man 
whose aractions are to some other men. This word has previously 
been used as an umbrella term for all LGBTQ people, but the more 

inclusive term is now the “LGBTQ” or “queer” community.

Gay
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Commonly used to describe someone who identifies as a woman, 
whose aractions are to some other women.

Lesbian
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Used to describe an individual who is aracted to more than one 
gender. Individuals who identify as this need not have had equal 

sexual experience with people of multiple genders; in fact, they need 
not have had any sexual experience at all to identify as this.

Historically framed as being aracted to “both” genders, this has 
been reframed to include people who fall outside the gender binary.

Bisexual/Pansexual
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Used to describe someone who experiences lile or no sexual 
araction. While most people who identify this way desire emotionally 
intimate relationships, they are not drawn to sex as a way to express 

that intimacy.

Asexual/Ace
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Refers to someone who is in the process of discovering or exploring 
their sexual orientation or gender identity, and who has not claimed a 

precise identity to use to describe these characteristics. 

Questioning
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Umbrella term used to describe someone who is a sexual or gender 
minority (generally, not heterosexual and/or cisgender). This word  

has  historically been used as a slur against LGBTQ people, but it has 
been increasingly reclaimed by LGBTQ communities and is now used 
by and among some people who are LGBTQ. Note that many folks are 
still not comfortable using this word or being referred to as this word 

so it’s best to mirror language while using this term.

Queer
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How Does Society See Sexual Orientation?

Some people say that 

sexual orientation is this:

Others say sexual orientation is this:
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Sexual Orientation is more like this: 



Pronouns
LGBTQ 101



Let’s Talk About 
Pronouns



Transgender and nonbinary 

youth who said their pronouns 

were respected by most or all 

of the time aempted suicide 

at half the rate of those whose 

pronouns weren’t respected
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Why Pronouns Maer



Subjective Objective Possessive Reflexive Example

She Her Hers Herself She is speaking.
I listened to her.
The backpack is hers. 

He Him His Himself He is speaking.
I listened to him.
The backpack is his. 

They Them Theirs Themself They are speaking.
I listened to them.
The backpack is theirs. 

Ze Hir/Zir Hirs/Zirs Hirself/
Zirself

Ze is speaking.
I listened to hir.
The backpack is zirs. 

Gender Pronouns
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• People choose which pronouns 
work best for them

• The pronouns a person uses do not 
need to align with any particular 
gender identity or expression

• People may use more than one set 
of pronouns or no pronouns at all

• If you mess up someone’s 
pronouns apologize and move on

Pronouns In Context
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Mirror language when talking to a person about their 
identity

Use the airming exploration technique: 
- “Thank you for sharing that with me. You know, a lot of people 

use (term) in dierent ways. When you say that you identify as 
(term) can you tell me what that means to you?”

41

Final Thoughts on Language
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Let’s Talk About Coming Out

The process through 
which someone shares an 

identity, including their 
sexual orientation or 
gender identity, with 

themselves or others. 



Why are these misconceptions 
so pervasive?
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What are some of society’s 
misconceptions about LGBTQ 
identities? 

What Do You Think



 Our work is guided by three main frameworks
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Minority Stress

Intersectionality
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Intersectionality is the interconnected 

nature of social categorizations such as 

race, class, and gender as they apply to a 

given individual or group, regarded as 

creating overlapping and interdependent 

systems of privilege and oppression.

Identities and Intersectionality

Crenshaw, K. (1991). Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and Violence Against Women of Color. 
Stanford Law Review, 43(6), 1241-1299.
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Racism is the systemic oppression of a racial group to the social, economic, and political 
advantage of another

It is a belief that race is a fundamental determinant of human traits and capacities and that 
racial differences produce an inherent superiority of a particular race

Examples 
● Land Equity 
● Education
● Government Protections 
● Health Care 
● Food Security 
● Employment 
● Housing 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/systemic#h1
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/race#h1
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/determinant
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Higher rates of suicide risk among 
LGBTQ people result from increased 
internalized stigma, discrimination, 
and rejection from others.

Minority stress can be most 
persistent and problematic for 
individuals who occupy multiple 
marginalized social positions.

Minority stress produces 
suicide risk



Positive factors can create resilience and lower 
suicide risk
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Risk factors such as 
discrimination, 
bullying, and 
rejection...

Protective factors 
such as social support, 
LGBTQ role models, and 
inclusive policies...

  ...interact with limited protective factors to…                            ...can buer risk and...

  Increase Vulnerability             Increase Resilience



Biases 



Believe it or not, we all have biases (Yes, even me. Yes, even you.) and some 
biases still serve a functional purpose

The vast majority of our biases are unconscious, and stem from our 
inability to process all of the information our brains are receiving at any 
moment  

We’re specifically interested in identifying and eradicating biases that hurt 
others or hurt our interpersonal relationships with others  

*Dovidio, J. F., K. Kawakami, C. Johnson, B. Johnson, and A. Howard. 1997. “On the Nature of Prejudice: 
Automatic and Controlled Processes.” Journal of Experimental Social Psychology 33 (5): 510–540 50

Seing the Stage: Basic Assumptions 



Marginalized identities are more likely to experience bias  in society. 

Many LGBTQ people struggle to receive the same treatment and 
opportunities as their cisgender and straight peers.

Those who live at the intersection of multiple marginalized groups are 
more likely to experience bias not only from outside of their 
community but also from people who may share part of their identity.  
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Bias



Unconscious bias or implicit bias are social stereotypes, mainly about 
certain groups of people, that we form outside our own awareness. 
If you have thoughts, that means: 

1. You are alive and 
2. You have bias
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Unconscious Bias
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Discrimination is the act, practice, or an instance of prejudice 
categorically rather than individually

Examples
● Choices made based off race, sex, gender
● Mansplaining 
● Buying into stereotypes 
● Creating generalizations 
● Microaggressions



The everyday verbal, nonverbal, and environmental slights, snubs, or 
insults, whether intentional or unintentional, which communicate hostile, 

derogatory, or negative messages to target persons based solely upon 
their marginalized group membership.

Sue, Derald Wing. Microaggressions in Everyday Life: Race, Gender, and Sexual Orientation, 2010. Retrieved from Unconscious Bias 
Implicit Bias, and Microaggressions: What Can We Do About Them?
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Microaggressions 

Behavioral expression of both conscious and unconscious bias
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Manifestations of Microaggressions

VERBAL 
COMMUNICATION

NONVERBAL 
COMMUNICATION

ENVIRONMENTAL 
CUES
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Examples of Possible Microaggressions

You 
speak 

excellent 
English!

What she’s 
trying to say is...

Is that your 
natural hair?

You should 
smile more.

You’re 
transgender? Wow, 
you don’t look like it 

at all.

You look 
great for 
your age!

That person looks 
scary, I should cross 
the street! 
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Examples of Possible Microaggressions

● Minimizing or doubting someone’s mental health struggles

● Clutching your purse/wallet while passing a black man 

● Placing the existence of Indigenous peoples in the past tense

● Assumptions of heterosexuality and cisgender identities as the norm

● Assuming someone is aracted to you just because they are LGB

● Using incorrect pronouns after correct ones have been shared

● Being condescending or infantilizing disabled people



EYEBROW HERE

As a review, reflect on a time where you 
engaged in a microaggression in your life.

How can you work through your unconscious 
bias to prevent further microaggressions?
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Empathetic Listening
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Evwgu369Jw


Reflect language
Validate & normalize
Stay present
Be non-judgmental
Use minimal encouragers
Express care, concern & 
encouragement
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Empathetic Listening
Try Your Best To:



Self-Care & Resiliency
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What are some of the things you 
like to do to take care of 
yourself?

What activities work best in 
dierent situations (at work, on 
the weekends, when you’re 
alone, etc.)?
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Reflect on Self Care 



Building Resiliency

Promoting Resiliency
Helping to increase protective factors

Strong connections, a sense of community

Artistic, athletic, or academic engagement

Development of coping mechanisms, safety 
planning, self-care
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Be Kind. Empathy is the best form of 
communication. 

Don’t Make Assumptions

Check your own biases 

Respect Everyone. Period. 
- Your understanding or opinion doesn’t 

dictate respect

Use Inclusive language
- Mirror language
- Being intentional and thoughtful about 

questions we ask or things we say.

Active Allyship
Facilitate Inclusive Pronoun Practices

- Use folks' pronouns correctly and 
consistently.

- Allow space for sharing pronouns in 
meetings.

- Use behind name on virtual platforms
- Email signatures

Educate Yourself
- Look up local resources
- Engage in LGBTQ media (literature, TV 

shows, movies, social media, etc.)
- Aend LGBTQ events (participate as 

appropriate)
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Provide Gender Inclusive Facilities
- Bathrooms
- Changing rooms/locker rooms
- In-patient care spaces

Encourage & Facilitate Self Advocacy
- Amplify LGBTQ voices
- Champion diversity & inclusion  
- Help foster strong connections and 

community
- Promoting positive media 

representation

Speak out against LGBTQ harrassment, 
discrimination, biases, and microagressions. 

Active Allyship
Advocate for Change

-  Company/Organization  Policy
- HR resources
- Facilities
- Non-discrimination Policy

- State & Federal Legislation
- Oppose anti-LGBTQ Legislation
- Support LGBTQ non-discrimination
- Funding and inclusive policy for 

accessible and aordable mental 
health care

- Restricting access to lethal means
 



Where Can I Learn More?



Where Can I Learn More?



thetrevorproject.org/research/



thetrevorproject.org/resources/



Keygan Miller
Public Training Manager

They/Them
Keygan.Miller@TheTrevorProject.org

thetrevorproject.org/resources/
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Scan the QR Code 
or

Go to: 
tinyurl.com/TTP2023 

We Want Your Feedback! 


